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1. Introduction. In this paper we deal with a weighted refine-

ment integral which has as special cases the mean sigma integral due

to H. L. Smith [l] and studied by R. E. Lane [2], the interior re-

finement integral due to Dushnik [3], and the left and right Cauchy

refinement integrals. This integral is related under rather general

conditions to the Young refinement integral and hence to the

Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. We define our weighted refinement

integral as follows.

Definition 1.1. hetp bean integer such that /> = 2, and let (wu w2,

• • • , wp) be an ordered ^-tuple of real numbers such that Wi+Wt

+ • ■ ■ +wp=l. Let/ and g be real-valued functions on the closed

interval [a, b] of the real axis. For a partition

(1.1) P = {a <Xo<Xi< ■ ■ ■ <xn = b}

of [a, b], choose for each ¿ = 1,2, • • • ,»a partition

(1.2) A,- = {x,_i = fi,< < f2,,- < • • • < $•„,, = Xi)

of [x,-_i, Xi] consisting of p points and form the sum

(1.3) S(P; Ai, • • • , A„) = ¿T £ Wj-f(ti,i)    [g(xi) - g(*»_i)].
i-lL y-i

If the refinement limit

(1.4) limS(P;Ai, • • -, An)
p.=>

exists and is finite, this limit will be denoted by

(1.5) [F, (wi, w2, ■ ■ ■ , wp)] (  f(x)dg(x)

and will be called the (wu w2, • • • , wP)-weighted refinement integral

of/ with respect to g on [a, 6].

In §2 we consider existence conditions for (1.5). First, we have two

theorems which provide necessary conditions for the existence of

(1.5) involving the behavior off(x) and g(x) as x approaches a point

cQ [a, b) from the right. Analogous results hold for limits from the

left. We then consider existence conditions for (1.5) when g is of
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bounded variation on [a, b]. We begin with a theorem which provides a

sufficient set of existence conditions as well as a formula for (1.5)

when/ is bounded and g is a saltus function on [a, b]. This is an ex-

tension of R. E. Lane's Theorem 3.1 in [2]. We next consider the

case where g is a continuous function of bounded variation and / is

bounded on [a, b] and present the result that the existence of (1.5)

implies the existence of the Riemann-Stieltjes norm integral

(1.6) RSN f f(x)dg(x).
" a

We then relate (1.5) to the Young refinement integral

(1.7) F Y f f(x)dg(x)
J a

when/ is bounded and g is of bounded variation on [a, b].

In §3 we first present three theorems concerning integration-by-

parts for (1.5) when p = 3 and g is of bounded variation on [a, b].

From the third of these theorems we have the integration-by-parts

type formula

(1.8) FY f  g(x)df(x) = f(b) -g(b) - f(a)-g(a) - Fi f f(x)dg(x)
•la "a

given by J. S. MacNerney in [4] involving the Young refinement

integral

(1.9) FYj  g(x)df(x)

and the interior refinement integral

(1.10) Fi f f(x)dg(x)
J a

when one of the two functions /, g is of bounded variation and the

other is quasi-continuous on [a, b].

2. Existence conditions. Throughout this section we assume that

p is an integer such that p^2, that (wi, w2, • ■ ■ , wp) is an ordered

p-tuple of real numbers such that Wi+w2+ ■ ■ ■ +wp=\, and that

/ and g are real-valued functions on the closed interval [a, b] of the

real axis.
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We begin with the following necessary condition for the existence

of (1.5).

Theorem 2.1. Suppose p>2, and suppose there is an integer j satis-

fying 1 <j<p such that wj?¿0. If there is a cE [a, b) such that g is not

continuous from the right at c and such thatf does not have a finite right-

hand limit at c, then (1.5) does not exist.

Proof. There are positive numbers co and k such that for 0<5

<(b — c) there exist xE(c, c + d) such that |g(#) — g(c)\ èco and

x', x"E(c, c+5) such that |/(x')-f(x")| =Jfe.
Let (1.1) be any partition of [a, b] containing c. Let xî_1 = c. Let

dE(c, xf) such that \g(d)—g(c)\ ^o>. Let s, tE(c, d) such that 5>i

and \f(t)-f(s)\=k. Let P= {a = x0<Xi< ■ ■ ■ <xn+i = b} be P
VJ{d}. Let Ä(" be a partition of [*j_i, x-{} consisting of p points

with 5 as the /th point and with the (f + l)st point greater than /.

Let A¿2) be the partition of [x\-i, xrx] consisting of p points such

that each point except the jth is the same as the corresponding point

of 5™ and such that t is the jth point. For each positive integer

i not exceeding w-f-1 and different from I, let A]1' and A¡2) be the

same partition of [*}_i, x-{ ] consisting of p points. Then

I    CVD      Ä(2)      Ä(2) Ä(2>\ CVD      Ä(1)      X(1) Ä(1)\l
I S(P; Ai  , A2  , • • • , An+i) - S(P; Ah    A2  , • • • , An+1) |

=  \wr\ -|/(0 -f(s) | • | g(d) - g(c) |   =  | wT\ -k-a,.

Thus, (1.5) does not exist.

We also present the following necessary condition for the existence

of (1.5). For brevity the proof is omitted.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose wp?¿0. If there is a cE [a, b) such that g(c+)

exists and is finite, such that g(c+) ^g(c), and such thatf does not have a

finite right-hand limit at c, then (1.5) does not exist.

We now consider existence conditions for (1.5) when g is of bounded

variation on [a, b]. First we present the following extension of Lane's

Theorem 3.1 in [2] for the case where g is a saltus function.

Theorem 2.3. Suppose g is a saltus function and f is bounded on

[a, b]. Let S+= {xE [a, b)\g(x+) *g(x)}

and

S-= {*E(a,6]|g(ar)^g(z)}.

If there is an integer j satisfying Kj^p such that Wj^O, suppose f(x+)
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exists for all xQS+; if there is an integer j satisfying l^j<p such that

Wj9*0, suppose f(x~) exists for all xQ§,~. Then, (1.5) exists and equals

£   [(1 - Wi)f(X+) + wif(x)][g(x+) - g(x)}

+ £ k/(*) + (i - ^,)/(*-)][g(*) - «(«-)].
icS

Proof. Our argument is analogous to Lane's proof of his Theorem

3.1 in [2].
Next we> give a theorem for the case where g is continuous and of

bounded variation on [a, b].

Theorem 2.4. Suppose g is continuous and of bounded variation on

[a, 6], / is bounded on [a, b], and (1.5) exists. Then the Riemann-

Stieltjes norm integral (1.6) exists.

Proof. Our proof is patterned after the proof given by K. P. Smith

and F. M. Wright of their Theorem 2.1 in [S].

From Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, their analogues for left-hand limits,

and Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, we have the following result relating (1.5)

and the Young refinement integral (1.7).

Theorem 2.5. Suppose g is of bounded variation on [a, b], f is

bounded on [a, b], and (1.5) exists. Then (1.7) exists and equals

[F, (wh w2 • • • , wp)] I   f(x)dg(x)
J a

(2.2) -(l-wi)-    £   [f(x+) -f(x)][g(x+) - g(x)]
xSia.b)

+ (l-wp)-    £    \f(x) -f(x-)][g(x) - g(x~)}.
lG(o,¡>]

3. Integration-by-parts. Throughout this section we assume that

(w>i, Wi, w3) is an ordered triple of real numbers such that Wi+w2+w¡

= 1 and/and g are real-valued functions on the closed interval [a, b]

of the real axis.

If g is of bounded variation on [a, b] we have the following result.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose g is of bounded variation andf is bounded on

[a, b]. Let

S+= {xQ[a,b)\g(x+)9*g(x)}

and

S-= {xQ(a,b]\g(x-)9*g(x)}.
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Suppose

(3.1) [F, (wi, w2> w3)} f f(x)dg(x)
" a

exists, f(x+) exists for xE&+, andf(x~) exists for xE&~. Then

(3.2) [F, (wi, vit, w3)] f  g(x)df(x)

exists and equals

f(b)g(b) -f(a)g(a) - [F, (wh w2, w3)] f f(x)dg(x)
J a

(3.3) - (2wi - 1)   E  lf(x+) -f(x)][g(*+) - g(x)}
íes1'

+ (2w3 - 1)   E  [/(*) -f(x-)][g(x) - g(x~)].

Proof. Let 5 be a saltus function and \p a continuous function on

[a, b] such that g(x) =s(x)+ip(x) for all xE [a, b].

Let (1.1) be any partition of [a, b], and for each i=l, 2, • • ■ , n,

let A,= {xi-i = Çi,i<Çi,i<Ç3,i = Xi} be any partition of [*<_i, Xi] con-

sisting of three points. Then

t-i L i=i J

= f(b)s(b) - f(a)s(a)

- ¿i ¿3 *a<si.d\ M - s(xi-i)]
,„lL j=l

- (2wi - 1) Ê [f(t2,i) - f(xi^i)][s(Ud - s(xi_i)]
i=l

+ (2w3 - 1) 23 [/(*,) -f(t2,i)][s(xi) - 5(f2,,)l
1=1

+ (wi - w3) \ E [/(*.-i) -/(r»..)J[í(*i) - *(f2.<)]
V ¿-1

+ Í3 [/(f...) -/(*<)] Kr».<) - i(^i)]} •t-i ;
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Now

n

lim £/(f2.<)[5(f2,,)-5(xi_i)]

= £/(*+)k*+)-*(*)j

and

= lim £/(x,)[5(f2,,)-5(x,-_1)]
P,3       <-l

lim  £/(Xi-i)[5(f2.,) - 5(x,_i)J
p,3   1-1

=   £/MK*+)-5(*)];
xe&+

analogous observations hold for left-hand limits. Therefore

[F, (wi, wt, w3)] J    s(x)df(x)
J a

exists and equals

f(b)s(b) -f(a)s(a) - [F, (wi,Wi,w3)] f f(x)ds(x)

- (2wi - 1) £ [/(*+) -f(x)][g(x+) - g(x)}
ies+

+ (2wz - 1) £ [/(*) -f(x-)][g(x) - g(x-)].
xe&

The Riemann-Stieltjes norm integral RSN flf(x)d\y(x) exists.

Thus, RSN/* \y(x)df(x) exists and equals

f(b)t(b) -f(a)t(a) - RSN f /(x)#(x).
J a

Therefore (3.2) exists and (3.3) holds.

The result on integration-by-parts for the Lebesgue-Stieltjes inte-

gral given by H. Schärf in [ó] follows from Theorems 3.1 and 2.5.

Using a proof patterned after our proof of Theorem 3.1, we have

the following result.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose (3.1) exists. If w2 = 0, then
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(3.4) [F, (w„ ws, wi)] f g(x)df(x)
J a

exists and equals

(3.5) f(b)g(b) -f(a)g(a) - [F, (wu w2 w3)] f f(x)dg(x).
J a

If f and g satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, then (3.4) exists and

equals

f(b)g(b) ~f(a)g(a) - [F, (wu wt, w,)] f f(x)dg(x)
J a

(3.6) + wJ  £   [f(x+)-f(x)][g(x+)-g(x)]

-£   [f(x)-f(x-)][g(x)-g(x-)]\.

The following result provides a quite simple integration-by-parts

type formula and can also be established by using a proof patterned

after our proof of Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose (3.1) exists. Ifw2 = 0, then

(3.7) [F, (1 - wi, -Wi, 1 - w3)]f g(x)df(x)

exists and equals (3.5). /// and g satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1,

then (3.7) exists and equals (3.5).

The next result provides a necessary condition for the existence of

(3.1) when/ is continuous and of bounded variation and g is bounded

on [a, b].

Theorem 3.4. Suppose f is continuous and of bounded variation and

g is bounded on [a, b]. Suppose (3.1) exists. Then the Riemann-Stieltjes

norm integral

(3.8) RSN f g(x)df(x)
J a

exists.

Proof. If w2 = 0, we have from Theorem 3.2 that (3.4) exists, so
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(3.8) exists in view of Theorem 2.4. If w2^0, our proof that (3.8)

exists is patterned after the proof given by K. P. Smith and F. M.

Wright of their Theorem 2.1 in [5]. Thus (3.8) exists.

From Theorems 2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 we have the following

result concerning the existence of (3.1) when/is of bounded variation

on [a, b].

Theorem 3.5. Suppose f is of bounded variation and g is bounded on

[a, b]. Suppose that g(x+) exists for all xE[a, b) such thatf(x+) ^(x)

and that g(x~) exists for all xE(a, b] such that f(x~)?if(x). Finally,

suppose (3.1) exists. Then (3.2), (3.4), awd (3.7) exist.

From Theorem 3.3 we have the integration-by-parts type formula

(1.8) given by J. S. MacNerney in [4] involving the Young refine-

ment integral (1.9) and the interior refinement integral (1.10) when

one of the two functions/, g is of bounded variation and the other is

quasi-continuous on [a, b]. In order to see this, we need Theorem 2.5

and the following result.

Theorem 3.6. Suppose f is quasi-continuous and g is of bounded

variation on [a, b]. Then the Young refinement integral (1.9) and the

weighted refinement integral

(3.9) [F, (1, -1, 1)]J  g(x)df(x)

exist and are equal.

Proof. Suppose e>0. Let M be a positive real number such that

\f(x)\ -¿M for xE[a, b]. Let P-{a = xa<xi< • ■ ■ <xa = b} be a

partition of [a, b] such that, for each fe = l, 2, • • -, »,

i/w-/OTi<2¡K(ti[;tl)+1|

for x', x"E(xk-i, xk). For each k = i,2, ■ ■ ■ ,ñ, suppose yi E(xk-i, xk)

such that \g(x')—g(x")\ <e/8ñM for x', x"E[yk , xk), and suppose

y" E (Xk-i, yl ) such that

\g(x') -g(x")\ <e/8«M    for x', x"E(xk-i,yi' ].

Let P = PVj{y(, yl, ■ - ■ , yl,y{',yï, • ■_ ■ , yV }- Let (1.1) beany
partition of [a, b] which is a refinement of P, and suppose ÇiE(x%-i,xi)

for ¿ = 1, 2, • • • , ». For each fe = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • , «, let ik be the integer
such that 0^4^» and Xik = xk. Then
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íg(a)[/(a+) - f(a)} + g(b) [f(b) - f(b~)] + £ g(Xi) [/(*.+) - f(xT)]

+ £g(r.)[/(*r)-/(*.+-i)]}<=i /

- £ k(*i-i) - g(f.) + «(*.)][/■(*.) -/(**-i)l
«-i

= £ {ts(r.) - g(*«-i)][/(*.) - /(*<+-0]
•-i

= £ {I «ö- «) - <?(*<*-i) 11 /(*.») - /(*t-o I*-i
+   | g(fù-i+l) - g(*ú-i+l) | |/(^-I+1) -f(xh-ù\}

+ £J  £   U(r.)-!(*<-!)ll/W-M-tOi

+   £   I «(TO-«(«*) II/(*r)-/(«w)|}

= 2\ñ-^—2M \ + —.-r—,-rL   8«M      J     2{V(g,[a,b}) + 1}
— i —1 i

• £Í    £    I g(f.) - g(*»-i) I +    £    | g(xù - g«"*) l} < t.
i-1   V <-tt_i+l «-fi-1+2 "

The weighted refinement integral (3.9) exists by Theorems 2.3 and

3.1. By the preceding paragraph, the Young refinement integral (1.9)

exists and equals (3.9).

We conclude by generalizing MacNerney's result mentioned above

for the case where the function/ is of bounded variation on [a, 6].

First we establish directly the following result concerning the Young

refinement integral (1.9) and the interior refinement integral (1.10)

when/ is a saltus function on [a, 6].

Theorem 3.7. Suppose f is a saltus function and g is bounded on

[a, b]. Then (1.9) a«á (1.10) exist and the formula (1.8) holds.

Proof. Let jXj}j"t." be a sequence of distinct points of (a, b) con-

taining all points of (a, 6) where/ is discontinuous. Let M be a posi-
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tive real number such that | g(x)\ ^M for xE [a, b].

The Young refinement integral (1.9) exists and equals

g(a)[f(a+) -/(«)] + g(b)[f(b) -f(b~)] + E«(*i)L/(*i+) -/i*/")]-
j'-i

Suppose €>0. Let « be a positive integer such that

g(a)[f(a+) -f(a)} + g(b)[f(b) - f(b~)}

+ Ê g(xi)[f(xr) -/(*")] - F Y f g(x)df(x)
i—l J a

€

< —
3

and such that

E 17W)-/(*;) I + E I/(*>)-/(*/-) I < —■
/-ñ+1 ;'-ñ+l 3 M

Let P= {a = 7o<7i< • • • <fn+i = 6} be {a, b, xuJ2, ■ • ■ , x„}. Let

P be a partition of [a, b] which is a refinement of P and is such that

for each / = 1, 2, • • • , »+1 there are a y/ E(fy-i» ij)P^P such that

|/(*0 -/(TA) I <e/6(« + l)Jkf for xE(y,-i, y/ ) and a y"e(y/, ft) such
that \f(x)-f(yf)\ <e/6(n + \.)MiorxE(y'/,y1)- Let (1.1) be a parti-
tion of [a, b] which is a refinement of P, and suppose f,-E(*«-i, xi) for

i = 1, 2, • • -, ». For each j = 0, 1, • • • , w + 1 let i, be the integer such

that O^ij^n and #í;. = y¡. Let P be the set of all positive integers i

less than w such that Xij¿y¡ for every/= 1, 2, • • • , ». Then

t,f(Hi)[g(xi) - g(xi-i)] - |/(6)g(6) -/(a)g(a) - F Y J   g(*)d/(*)j |

ñ+l ñ+1

- Eg(7y-i)[/Gv1+i) -/(fiti)] - Eg(Ty)[/(fr) -/(r.v)j
3-1 J-l

- EfMt/Gv+O -/Gv>] + E «(*y)L/(*i+) -/(*r)]
<er j'-Ä+l

< 2M{-ñ + 1} \,-\m, + M j  E   I /(*/) -/(*/) I
6(w + Y)M \ ;-_h+i

+ E l/(*>)-/(«r)lj- +4<€-

Thus (1.10) exists and (1.8) holds.

Using Theorems 3.4 and 3.7, as well as integration-by-parts for the
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Riemann-Stieltjes norm integral, we have our final result.

Theorem 3.8. Suppose f is of bounded variation and g is bounded on

[a, b]. Then, the Young refinement integral (1.9) exists if and only if the

interior refinement integral (1.10) exists, and in this case the formula

(1.8) holds.
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